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Reproducible high stacking in spite of 
unstable ground conditions?
Hans Cederqvist & Björn Henrkssson, ABB Crane Systems, Västerås, Sweden

Introduction
Container ports are typically located in areas where land 
is expensive – since air is free stacking higher is an interesting 
alternative. In countries with medium/high labour costs the 
combination of high stacking and automation is very competitive 
and provides a short pay-back for the necessary investment.

How then can high stacking be accomplished in port areas 
where ground conditions are not optimal? Recent land-fills and/
or the presence of clay result in unstable conditions and further 
storage surfaces are inclined for drainage purposes. A further fact 
to consider is uneven gantry wheel wear which also must be 
compensated for.

ABB has supplied automation and electrical scope to a number 
of demanding automation projects where stacking is carried out 
from four up to eight high, e.g.:

• Singapore (PSA, 1997) – 39 OHBCs/RMGs

• Tokyo (Wan Hai, 2003) – 6 cantilever RMGs

• Hamburg (CTA, 2003) – 52 RMGs

• Kaohsiung (Evergreen, 2006) – 6 cantilever RMGs 

• Rotterdam (Euromax, 2007) – 58 RMGs

• Taipei (New Port, 2008) – 20 cantilever RMGs

• Busan (Hanjin, 2008) – 42 cantilever RMGs

In these projects ground conditions ranged from satisfactory 
to poor – yet stacking is still being performed with excellent 
reproducibility. In CTA for example, about 10,000 containers are 
handled every day.

In the following the basic approach taken by ABB to meet the 
challenges above will be described.

The challenge 
When placing a container on the ground the exact location will 
be influenced by a number of conditions including:

• Gantry rail position and slope

• Trolley rail slope

• Girder deflection

• Gantry/trolley wheel position on rail

• Structure deflection

• Load centre influence on ropes

• Load oscillation

• Wheel slippage

In CTA/Hamburg this problem is further augmented by the 
fact that the two RMGs are located on different tracks with a rail 
span of 31.0 and 40.1 m respectively.

The stacking areas consist of land fill of different quality and rail 
dislocations were expected.

The solution
In order to minimise problems potentially augmented by the 
two-crane concept the following actions were taken:

•  The tolerance of the rail system was set to be about 10x as 
specified by  the German VDI 3576 norm in the direction of the 
earths rotation 

•  A mechanical crane design with one hinged and one fixed leg 
was specified

•  A test track with maximum tolerance was laid during 2002 to 
verify stacking requirements

However, the above measures need to be augmented by an 
efficient method of finding the exact position of the container to 
be handled and also compensate for the deviation in geometry 
when placing the first container in the yard.

Figure 1. How to find the right position? Figure 2. CTA RMG design with passing cranes.
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For this purpose ABB has developed a 3-D laser detection 
system – The Target Positioning System (TPS) which is used in all 
ABB stacking applications and also on a number of quay cranes.

The TPS will find the target – container, chassis, AGV with 
centimeter precision. However, if the spreader is dislocated due to 
the geometrical deviations described above this will not help when 
placing the first container on the ground in the stacking areas.

In order to solve this problem ABB has developed two cost-
effective solutions which application depends upon the ground 
conditions:
A)  Ground markers: These consist of small concrete blocks of 

defined dimensions (typically 20x7x15 cm) which are placed 
on a number of pre-determined positions on the ground in the 
stacking yard. These serve as targets for the TPS when placing 
the first container on the ground. Subsequent containers then 
use the already placed containers as targets. This is the solution 
applied in CTA/Hamburg.

B)  TPS Fixture: For stacking areas when ground conditions 
are better. The TPS is calibrated using a fixture with precise 
dimensions. This solution has been applied in a number of 
subsequent projects.

Both these systems have world-wide patents pending.

Conclusion and recommendation
The most demanding conditions have been experienced at CTA/
Hamburg where not only the ground conditions are unstable but 
also the two RMGs run on separate rail tracks.

In spite of these conditions container handling at CTA/
Hamburg has since the beginning of operation been characterised 
with the following characteristics:

• Safe and quick with no collisions 

• High stacking reproducibility

• Precise stacking

Based upon this positive experience, leading representatives 
from HHLA/CTA have referred to the interaction between 
cranes/yard and stacking as a ‘success story’ (Rüdiger Schultz, 
TOC 2006 Hamburg).

Costs for civil works typically represent an important part of 
the total investment when expanding port operations and also 
will influence the choice of handling system.

Based upon our experience ABB strongly recommends that 
port planners and operators sit together with crane manufacturers 
and the supplier of automation equipment at an early stage 
in the project in order to make sure that the ‘state-of-the-art’ 
experiences are taken into account when specifying yard 
conditions, rail tolerances etc.

This will minimise over-all investment costs and further make 
sure that the most cost effective design is chosen.

Figure 3. Operation on test track 2002.

Figure 4. TPS.
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Figure 5. Ground markers.


